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ABSTRACT 
For general plants in Hm and rational weighting functions, the problem of 
computing the weighted H”-optimal sensitivity is considered. A general formula is 
derived for a function v(h) whose singularities determine the optimal sensitivity [6]. A 
determinantal expression for the optimal sensitivity is then deduced and related to a 
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HP(X) the standard Hardy p-space (1 Q p < co) on X, where 
X=DorH 
l+(X) {f E HP(X)&) = f(S)] 
H2(X)euH2(X) the orthogonal complement of uH2( X) in H2( X), where 
u E H 2( X) is an inner function 
(***> inner product on H2( D) 
W*) the projection from H2 onto H28uH2 
H21 the orthogonal complement of H2 in L2 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the work of Zames [l] much literature has been devoted to the 
problem of computing the weighted Hmoptimal sensitivity. Recently, atten- 
tion has been focused on the case of an infinite dimensional plant and 
rational weight [3-121. Basic results of Samson [13] and Nagy and Foias [14] 
show that the optimal sensitivity is equal to the norm of a certain infinite 
dimensional operator (or equivalently to the norm of a related Hankel 
operator). In [6] a general procedure is outlined for the calculation of this 
operator norm. The procedure requires the construction of a function v(X) 
which is the trace of a finite dimensional operator. The optimal sensitivity 
(and more generally the singular values of the Hankel operator) is determined 
by the singularities of v(X). 
The purpose of this paper is (i) to derive a general formula for Y(X), (ii) to 
deduce a determinantal expression for the optimal sensitivity, and (iii) to 
relate this expression to a conjecture of Zhou and Khargonekar [3]. 
In Section 2 we recall the optimal sensitivity problem, the definition of 
Y(X), and the main result of [6]. In Section 3 we derive a formula for a matrix 
of inner products whose trace is y(h). Sections 4 and 5 deal with points (ii) 
and (iii) above. Finally, in Section 6 we present an example to illustrate our 
formula for v(X). 
2. THE OPTIMAL SENSITIVITY 
For any plant G(s) E Z?‘(H) the weighted sensitivity is defined to be 
S,(s) = W(s)[l+ G(s)K(s)] -l, (I) 
where W(s) E fi”( H). In the following we assume W(s) is rational. We wish 
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to compute 
p:= inf{ ]]S,(s)]], : K(s) stabilizing}. (2) 
Now let G(S) denote the inner part of G(s), and note that G(S) E fim( H). It 
is standard [2] that, under mild conditions on the outer part of G(s), (2) 
reduces to 
r=inf{llWs) -+(s)Q(s)ll,:Q(s) E Hrn(H)). (3) 
In (2) it is usual to take W(s) to be outer, but we will allow any W(s) E 
fim( H), since (2) reduces to the general form of (3) [with W(s) not neces- 
sarily outer] in the case of unstable plants. It is possible to express p as the 
norm of a certain operator. To do this we transform (3) to the disc using the 
substitution s = (z f l)/( 1 - z). This gives 
where W(z) := W((l+ z)/(l - z)) E Am(D) and m(z) := +((l+ z)/(l - z)) 
E Am(D). Next, for any m E &‘(D) inner, let T denote the compression of 
the unilateral right shift on If2(D) to H28mN2. Then from the general 
theory [13, 141 we have 
CL = ll@(T)ll- (4 
To evaluate (4) we use a result of [6] which is summarized in Theorem 1 
below. Before stating the theorem we first make a few definitions. Let 
PW 
@+-= 
b,," + bn_lz"-l + . . . + b,, 
9(z) u,z” + u”_lZn-l+ . . * + a, ’ 
(5) 
where p(z) and 9(z) are coprime and n := max{degp(z),degg(z)}. For 
A~(0,cc) define 




= 9@‘)9(T)* - ;P(T)PP)*. (6) 
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Let L := sup{ l*(z)]: 2 is a singular point of m(z) on aD} [i.e., h,, is the 
essential spectral radius of W(T)], and set pL* :=1-m(z) (1, m(z)> II(l). 
Finally we introduce 
n-1 
v(h) := c p,-‘T’p*,T’p*)I. (7) 
i-0 
THEOREM 1 [6]. 
x 
Zf v(X)_i.s defined andfinitepn (A,,, 00) then Ilk(T)Ij 
Otherwise there is a h (with A.,, <x < ]]W(Z)(],) such that v(X) is 
d=j&% on (A, co) and v(X)? 00 and A -Ix. Moreover ]]W(T)]] =x. 
REMARK. With v(h) defined as above, it ca.n bc shown as in [6] that 
v(X) has singularities on the discrete spectrum of W(T)W(T)* [i.e. at the 
singular values of W(T)]. If we are only interested in finding ]I W(T)]], then 
taking absolute values in (7) is superfluous. 
3. AN EXPRESSION FOR v(X) 
The goal of this section is to develop a general formula for the n x n 
matrix of inner products 
lTij := (FpTj-‘#*, T’y.l*). (8) 
Since v(X) = Cy_,,(Iii], this will allow us to readily compute the optimal 
sensitivity using Theorem 1. 
Our first step towards this goal is to explicitly evaluate FJ for some 
f E Hz8 mH2 by expanding the right-hand side of (6). Recall that [14] 
Tf= zf(z) - m(z)(f(z>, z-w>>, 
T*f= z-q f( 2) - f(O)]. 
In fact, it is straightforward to show that 
Tkf=zkf-m 5 (f,mz-j)Zk-j, 
j=l 
k-l 
Tekf = zekf - C (f, Zi)Zi-k 
j=O 
(9b) 
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for k >, 1 and z E D. The following equations are now easily derived using 
(9): 
n-l n-i 
9(T)*f= Q(‘-‘)f- C (f, “) C-aj+iz-i, (10) 
j = 0 i=l 
and for h(z) E H28mH2, 
q(T)h = q(z)h - m i (h, Nk) nikuk+lZ1. (11) 
k-l 1-O 
By setting h := q(T)*f, (11) becomes 
dT)dT)*f = &)#)*f - m i ( @-)*f,mfk) n~k~k+ld. (12) 
k=l l=O 
Using (10) to expand the inner product appearing in (12), we obtain 
k n-ln-j 
(9(T)*f,~-k)= c f-jak_j c c fiaj+i(zk-iPm)? 
j-l j=O i=l 
where f_j := (f, m-j) for j z 1, and f. := (f, zj) for j 2 0. (Note that 
since f I mH2, (f, mzr) = 0 for r z 0.) Aker rearranging terms (12) reduces 
to 
n-1 n-j 
9tT)9CT)*f =9(z)9(z-')f -9C2) C 4 CTaj+izei 
j=O i=l 
j-1 k-j I=0 
n-1 n-j 
+m c 4 c aj+i 2 (zk-i,m)nikak+l”la (13) 
j-0 i-l k=l I=0 
A corresponding expression for p(T)p(T)*f is easily obtained from (13) by 
replacing 9(z) with p(z) and (lk with bk for 0 d k Q n. we thus have an 
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explicit expression for F,f: 
Fif= ( q(z)q(z-‘) - ~P(z)P(rl)).f+ nil1 cj(z)fi> (14) 
j= -_tl 
where 
C_j(Z) = - m 2 
n-k n-k 
Uk-j c Qk+l.Z’- ibk-j c bk+lZ’ (154 
k = j l-0 l=O 
for l<j<n, and 
- q(z)z-’ + m(z) i (zkpi,m) nckuk+lzl 
k=l I=0 
- p(z)z-‘ f m(z) i: (Zkpi, m)nikbk+$’ 
k=l I=0 )1 
(15b) 
for o < j 6 n - 1. We remark that cj( z) is independent of f for j = 
- n,...,n - 1. 
Setting f= F, ‘Tip, in (14) for some fixed i (0 < i < n - l), we obtain 
Tip* = (q(z)&‘) - ;p(~)p(l-‘))F;‘T~~~+ ni’ cj(z)y;, (16) 
j= _n 
where 
yti:= (F;‘Tip*,mz-j) for l<j<n, 
y; := (F;lT’p*, z’) for O<j<n-1. 
Since Fi’T’p* E H2GmH2 and since Tip, = n(zj) for j >, 0 we deduce 
that 
y; = (F,‘T’p,,Tjp*) = l?j+l,i+l. 
Note that v(X) = Xy=$ly/l. 
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We now introduce the following polynomial: 
$X(Z) := zj Q(Z)&1) - fP(z)P(z-‘)). (17) 
Our next step is to extract the values of y: from (16). To do this we substitute 
the 2n roots of Gh( z) = 0 into the first term on the right-hand side of (16). 
We then obtain 2n2 linear equations in the 2n2 unknowns yi. To use this 
approach we need the following assumption: 
Al. Q(z) and m(z) are such that for almost all X 
~,(z)has2ndistinctrootsinC\{singularitiesof m(z)}. (18) 
It can be shown that Al is equivalent to: 
A2. If g(z) := greatest common divisor of {p(z), z”q(z-‘)}, then g(z) 
has nonzero distinct roots in C \ {singularities of m( 2)). 
In passing we remark that A2 is automatically satisfied for l@(z) mini- 
mum phase and that for a given m(z) the assumption is satisfied for a generic 
ti(z). 
We note that (16) is valid for all z E D and hence for almost all z E a D 
[and in particular for z E aD not a singularity of m(z)]. But for any 
h E H2emH2, m-‘h E H21 and so m- ‘h is analytic in C \ 0. Thus (16) is 
valid on C \ 0, and each term in (16) is well defined except at the poles of 
m(z). Now we select any X for which (18) holds and denote the roots of 
#~(~)by~ir...,~s,,. Then for each i (0 < i < n - l), (16) is well defined with 
z replaced by zk (1 Q k Q 2n). This yields the system of equations 
which we write as 
c[;]=w 
where I is defined as in (8). 
(19) 
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Next, by manipulating C and M of Equation (19), we obtain a neat 
expression for r. First we observe from (15) that C can be written in the 
form 




A= 0 [ 1 A :=diag{m(z,)}, 2 
(X’ is a strictly upper triangular matrix), and 
c =. p CR 
1 . 
[ 1 Q Ai’S ’ 
where the kth row of 
is obtained by setting z = zk in the following row vector: 
[lJ >..., zn-+ j_l%z q(z) 5 -‘+ $(z) i biz-’ i=l )> 
i 
n-1 





- q( z)a,z-’ + ;p(z)h,z-l 
11 
. 





Tkp* = Zk- m(z) 2 (zj,m)zk-j. 
j=O 
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We can thus find a constant matrix Y such that 
ii+]-llc,[;]. (24) 
Assuming C, is invertible (which is equivalent to C being invertible, by 
choice of A) we deduce from (19X (20), and (24) that 
r= [o z]c;‘A,’ ; . 
[ 1 
We thus obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let assumption Al hold. Then S - A,QP-‘A;‘R is rwn- 
singular for almost all A, and if X is chosen to satisfy (18) then 
r := [(zp5rj-1p*,P1p*)] 
=(~-A,QP-'I~;'R)-~(Q-A,QP-~A,~P), (26) 
where P, Q, R, S, A,, and A, are defined by (21), (22), and (23). 
Proof. (26) is obtained from (25) using the standard formula for the 
inverse of a block matrix. The fact that S - A aQP_iA; ‘R is nonsingular for 
almost all A will be shown in the next section. w 
Since Y(A) = Cy_ ,]I,, 1, Theorem 2 gives an explicit expression for V(X) in 
terms of ti(z) and m(z). Together with Theorem 1, this expression gives us 
a general procedure for calculating p= ]]*(I’)]]. 
4. A DETERMINANTAL CONDITION FOR THE 
OPTIMAL SENSITIVITY 
It is our aim in this section to obtain a determinantal expression from 
which we can compute the optimal sensitivity. We are motivated by several 
results which have appeared in the literature where determinantal conditions 
for p = l]@(T)]] are obtained for various classes of infinite dimensional 
systems [3, 4, 8, lo]. 
At first sight it seems reasonable to expect that det( S - AaQP- ‘A; ‘R) = 0 
if and only if v(X) has a singularity. Unfortunately, this can fail in two ways: 
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if a root zi coincides with a singularity or a zero of m(z), or if we have 
repeated roots of #&(z) = 0. The first difficulty can be resolved by choosing 
zi ,..., Z, EC\ D and z,,+~ = z;’ for i = l,..., n, which we henceforth 
assume. (As we show below, this ensures that A, and A;’ are well behaved 
for X > A,,,.) To deal with the problem of coincident roots the matrix 
expression needs to be modified. We write I = L, ‘L,, where 
L,=L,(X):=(S-QP-lR)-l(S-AsQP-lA;lR). (2%) 
This factorization is motivated by the following identity: 
L, - L,(P-‘R) = I. 
Together with the lemma below, 
implies v(X) has a singularity. 
LEMMA 1. Let assumption 
bounded near any X E (X,,,, 00). 
(28) allows us to show that det L,(X) = 0 
Al hold. Then L,, L,, and P-‘R are 
Proof. If J/x(z) = 0 has a root zi on the essential spectrum of m, then 
JW(Zi)l = x < x,,. Thus if x > x,, and the zi are ordered as above, then A, 
and A; i are well defined and finite. 
Now note that P is the standard Vandermonde matrix with determinant 
FI ("j-"i)' (29) 
l<i<jQn 
Also, elementary row and column operations show that 
-lbb 
2n 
aoan x2 ’ n 
(z~.sz~**.z~,,)~ ~<i~<~n(Zi-Zi)’ (30) 
From Al it follows that at least one of aoa,,, bob,, is nonzero. We assume for 
the moment that a,a, - (1/X2)bob,, f 0, which means that zi E C \ (0) for 
all i. We first check that P-‘R is bounded near any X > X,,. The only values 
of X at which P- ‘R could become unbounded are those at which zi = z j for 
some i # j. To see that this cannot occur, we consider a sequence of 
elementary row operations applied simultaneously to P and R. Subtracting 
the second row from the first and then dividing the first row by zi - z2 leads 
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to 
r 0 1 z,+z, 
1 22 -** 
P1:= . 1: 1 2, ... 
R,:= 




. . . 
. . . 
. . . f,(%J 
Now if for some A, we have zl= z2 and zi # zj (for i, j > 2), then 
detPXh,)# 0 and det Rl(A,) is well defined. Thus P;‘R,= P-‘R is 
bounded near A,. In more general cases of coincident roots we can always 
find a sequence of row operations which extract all factors zi - zj corre- 
sponding to repeated roots from det P and for which the transformed R 
matrix remains bounded as X + X ,,. (For an r-fold repeated root, the latter 
matrix contains rows of the form 4jk)( zl) for k = 0,. . . , r - 1 in the limit.) 
This now justifies that P- ‘R is bounded. 
Similar reasoning also goes through to show that P- ‘A; ‘R and P- ‘A ; ‘P 
are bounded near any X > X,,. Now if we can show a corresponding fact for 
L,, we are finished because of (28). Note first that 
det(S-QP-‘R)=(detP)-‘det 6 t . [ 1 (31) 
If zi * zj (with i, j > n), then rows i and j in Q and S, and hence in 
S - QP-‘R and Q - A,QP-‘A;‘P, become identical. We can apply the 
same type of row operations to remove a factor zi - zj from the numerator 
and denominator of L, as we did above. Now if zi + z j (with z j = z,,+~) 
then the ith rows in S - QP- 'R and Q - A2P-‘A; ‘P become zero and we 
can again divide each by zi - zl. Once again these procedures generalize to 
the case of multiple roots and, because of (29), (30), and (31), we have dealt 
with all possible ways for S - QP-‘R to become singular. It only remains to 
examine the case where a,+~,, -(l/h,)@, = 0, which means in the limit 
that zi + oo and z,+( + 0 for some i. That L, is well behaved is easy to see 
if the ith rows of P and R are multiplied by z;(“-l) and the ith rows of Q 
and S are multiplied by z,“+~. 
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Finally, this means we have shown that L, (and hence L,) is bounded 
near any X > A,,,. n 
THEOREM 3. Let assumption AI hold. Then L, is well defined on 
(hW co), andas A4E(Xess , m), det L,(h) + 0 ifund only if v(A)? co. 
Proof. First we note that if v(h) t co, then at least one element of 
r = L,‘L, blows up. By Lemma 1 this can only happen if det Ldh) + 0. To 
see the converse direction we observe that 
I-lT’R=L, 
from (28). If det L, + 0, then Lemma 1 implies that at least one element of I 
blows up. But this can only happen if FL’ fails to exist in the limit, i.e. if 
r(h) t 00. n 
To complete the section we present the following corollary, which com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. Let assumption AI hold. Then for almost all A, 
S - A,QP-‘A;% is well dejhd and rwnsingular. 
Proof. From Theorem 3 we know that L, is nonsingular for almost all 
X. This implies the corresponding fact about S - A,QP- ‘A; ‘R via Equations 
(27b), (2% (30), and (31). n 
5. THE CONJECTURE OF ZHOU AND KHARGONEKAR 
We now wish to establish a close connection between Theorem 3 and a 
conjecture of Zhou and Khargonekar [3]. To do this we introduce the 
following matrix: 
It is straightforward to check that 
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and we immediately deduce the identity 
Furthermore, note from (27b) that 
det K, = (det As) -‘det L,. (32) 
Thus, provided no root of Jlx(z) coincides with a zero of m(z) for h E 
(LP co), we have det K, = 0 if and only if det L, = 0. It can also be shown 
that, under the same condition, K, is well defined on (A,, 00). 
We will now show that after transforming to the s-plane, K is essentially 


















K := X2/6) 
6 := aoanh2 - bob,,. 
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(33) is easily established by verifying the following identity: 
Our next step is to express $e matrix H, of (34) @ terms of the matrices 
of a state space realization of W(z). To ensure that W(z) is realizable we set 
alI := 1. We now consider the control canonical form realization, namely 
d := 
: -a, 0 -a1 1 
1 > 6:s i 
... -an_2 0 a,_, 1 1 1 0’  1. 
CT:= [b,-cia,,b,-cZa,,...,b,_,-da._,], d:= b,,. 
In this case we obtain the remarkable identity 
Next, we will transform K = m(H,‘) from the disc to the s-plane using 
the substitution z = (s - l)/( s + 1). Recall that 
and define 
GA:= (HA- Z)(H,+ I)-‘. 
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we can check that (A, B, C, d) is a minimal realization of W(s) 









We therefore have the identity 
K=@(-GA) 
with G, defined as in (35). If we transpose G, and apply a nonsingular 
similarity transformation, we obtain 
d x 
A+ ,j2_d2 -BC ~ A2_dd2BBT 
IA := 
-&cTc -(A+&Bc)~ 
which is exactly the matrix appearing in [3]. Furthermore, for any minimal 
realization (A, B, C, d) of W(s) 
(36) 
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Before stating our next theorem we write down a condition which we shall 
refer to subsequently. 
A3. W(s) and $(s) are such that for almost all h 
W(s) W( - s) - ii3 has 2n distinct zeroes in C \ {singularities of $I( s)} . 
(37) 
THEOREM 4. Let assumption A3 hold. Then if W(s)W( - s) - h2 has 
no zeros coinciding with poles of G(S) for X > A.,,, then 1, is well defined on 
(LSS, 00) and 
p=max{A ess,sup{ A:det[+,( - Jx>]zz=~>}~ 
where A, = sup{~W(s)~:sEjWu{co} is an essential singularity of $}. 
Proof. The result follows from Theorems 1 and 3, (32), and (36). 
Assumption A3 is slightly weaker than Al, since a zero of W(s)W( - s) - AZ 
could remain fixed at s = - 1 (z = co) for all h. Since I$( - Jx) is still well 
defined in this latter case, the result goes through by continuity. n 
REMAFX. Theorem 4 is the conjecture of Zhou and Khargonekar except 
that the condition on the root locus of W(s)W( - s) - X2 has been added. 
To complete this section we wish to give a formula for I like that of (26), 
but expressed in the s-plane. Write 
u(s) &s”+P,_,s”-‘+ ... +Po 
W(s) = - = 
44 sn + a”_lSn-l + . * * + a0 
and let (A, B, C, d ) be a control canonical realization of W(s). If X is fixed 
such that W(s)W( - s) - X2 has distinct zeros, si,. . . , sZn, then it is easy to 
show by direct calculation that 
r 
Sl 0 




M:= F fi 
[ 1 0 Fz 
and the ith row of M is obtained by setting s = si in the following row 
vector: 
[La ,..., sn-q u(s) i +a, .( -q-l- ;+, f p,( - s)i-l , 
i=l ) 




THEOREM 5. Let assumption A3 hold. Then s’- Q2@-‘@,li is rwn- 
singular for almost all A, and if X is chosen to satisfy (37), then 
xrx-‘= (S- @,@-‘o;‘fi) -‘(Q- a2@-‘apP) (39) 
for some constant rwnsingulur matrix X. 
Proof. Since we have chosen a control canonical realization for W(s), 
there exists a nonsingular matrix X such that 
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Using the identity I = K&‘K,, and the fact that 
c#B(-G,)=M-’ 
we readily deduce (39). n 
Theorem 5 together with Theorem 1 gives a convenient way of comput- 
ing the optimal sensitivity without the need to first transform W(s) and 4(s) 
to the disc. For A > 1-1, V(X) is just the trace of the right hand side of (39); 
however, the diagonal elements are not necessarily equal to y:. In order to 
find all points of the discrete spectrum of @(T)*(T)* we could proceed by 
defining a new function v’(A) as the sum of the absolute values of all n2 
elements of the matrix XIX-‘. This new function v’(X) would certainly have 
singularities at all points in the discrete spectrum. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
We now illustrate our results with an example. We will compute the 
optimal sensitivity for the plant 
h,b>O, 
relative to the weight 
1 
- 
w(s)=--&=+, a >o. 
S+- 
a 
We will use Equation (39)-the formula on the half plane. 
From (38), 
where si and sa are the roots of 
1 
u(s)u( - s) - ?ff(S)U( -s) = ( lj( _“+;j-&=o. s + a 
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1 i/a i 1 r/a 
s*= - -- 
X2 





Since A,, = 0, we deduce from Theorems 1 and 5 that the optimal sensitivity 
is the largest root h E (0, l] of 
Substituting, we obtain 
1 s,+l/a-~(~~)~(S~)-~(S1+l/a) 
-= 
u(X) 1 - +(s2b#+J -l * 
(40) 
It is easy to show that v(l)-’ = l/a - +(O)/+‘(O) > 0. Thus to find the 
optimal sensitivity we need only look in the interval (0,l). Note that for 
X E (0,l) the denominator of (40) is well defined, finite, and nonzero whenever 
the numerator is zero. Thus, l/v(h) = 0 is equivalent to 
Im s,+i +(s2)=0. 
i i 
(41) 
Furthermore a simple calculation shows that (41) is equivalent to the equa- 
tion 
i 
l- A2(ab2J;)2_l)taj ;&J)+i$J=O. (42) 
Hence the optimal sensitivity y. is precisely the largest root of (42) contained 
in (0,l). Note that this is the same answer obtained in [6]. 
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